WELCOME
OUTLINE OF THIS DAY

10:00 INTRODUCTION

11:30 WORKSHOP ROUND 1

12:45 LUNCH

14:00 WORKSHOP ROUND 2

15:15 BREAK

16:00 THE BIG SC SIMULATION GAME

17:00 BORREL
Your objective - Our ?
YOUR INPUT FOR TODAY

JOBS (PREPARATION FOR)

NETWORKING

NEW RESEARCH ON SC

NEW FORMS OF SC
Your - OBJECTIVE - Our

- NETWORKING

- Growing perspectives on the directions of
  
  - Science / Tech development
  - The role of SC
  - Yourself
WE ARE...

ANOUK

JOYCE*

AAFKE

TESSA**

FRANK

VIRGIL

* HOST OF P647 & P663

** HOST OF F619
Pitches
RUG  -  KAS JANSSMA
RU  -  WIJTSKE HEPKEMA
TUD  -  SOPHIE SMITS
VU  -  SENNE VAN 'T HOF
UU  -  CINDY SUNG
LEIDEN  -  TANIA MORAGA
WUR  -  RIJANNE VAN ZANDBRINK
PLEASE PROVIDE US WITH...

NEW INSIGHTS
NEW KNOWLEDGE
NEW WAYS OF THINKING
NEW IDEAS
NEW SOLUTIONS
BUZZZZ WORDS

- Mode 2 Science
- Post-Normal Science
- Responsible (Research &) Innovation
- Open Science / Innovation
BUZZZZ WORDS

- TRANSDISCIPLINARY / CITIZEN SCIENCE
- UPSTREAM ENGAGEMENT
- CITIZEN / STAKEHOLDER PARTICIPATION
- SOCIALLY ROBUST KNOWLEDGE PRODUCTION
TRANSFORMATION in Sci-Comm
PARADIGM SHIFTS IN SC

DEFICIT THINKING
PUBLIC UNDERSTANDING OF SCIENCE
SCIENTIFIC LITERACY

PUBLIC & STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT/PARTICIPATION IN SCIENCE

SCIENCE IN / WITH / FOR SOCIETY
WE GET TO WORK MORE WITH/IN

(MULTI-) STAKEHOLDER / PUBLIC DIALOGUE

DELIBERATION

CO-CREATION

SC PROFESSIONAL INCREASINGLY HAS TO

DESIGN / ORGANIZE / FACILITATE
DIALOGUE PROCESSES
SC content shift

Scientific facts - phenomena outcomes products
SC Content Shift

Values
- Norms
- Assumptions

Scientific
- Phenomena
- Facts

Outcomes
- Products

Responsibilities

Roles

Emotions
- Desires
- Dreams

Viewpoints
- Concerns
- Opinions
SC is becoming more & more about...

Mobilizing transformative change in the science/technology system
IT'S HAPPENING!

EC (NL)

NWO (NL)
IT'S HAPPENING!

ART

MEET UPS

HACKATONS

CITIZEN SCIENCE
DILEMMA

Am I running behind everything?

Can I do this all?

Who am I?

What is my role?
EMBODIED
MATERIAL
PLAYFUL
DELIBERATION

TRANSFORMATIVE SKILLS
THEORY
DEPTH - WIDTH - JOY
TODAY

Sessions on
Creative formats for dialogue on science & emerging technologies

Transformative skills building

Connect to people’s aspirations
NEW LISTENING
NEW LISTENING

Q: WHAT MAKES YOU FLOURISH IN A DAY AT WORK? / IN A STUDY DAY?
BUT WHAT ABOUT
ALSO IN TRANSFORMATION

USER CENTRED
SELF-STEERING
EMBODIMENT
VISUAL ATTRACTIVENESS
TODAY

Sessions on:
Making videos
Designing museum experiences
VR in science class

JOB
PRACTICE WHAT YOU PREACH

Sem Barendse
Annette ter Haar
Lot Isarin
Lyx Abrahams
Emma Dierickx
Lizzy Bakker
Ivan Veul
Frank Kupper & Virgil Rerimassie

You
You
You
You
You
WORKSHOPS ROUND 1

Workshop Round 1 (11.30 - 12.45h)

How to create science videos (P619) - VU & NEMO - Sem Barendse

Preparing yourself for the SC job market (P663) - SciComm NL - Annette ter Haar

Virtual Reality in science education (P647) - University Utrecht - Lot Isarin

Cartoons & citizen engagement (Kerkzaal) - VU & Catalyst - Lyx Abrahams

F HOST = TESSA

P HOST = JOYCE
Q: To what (kind of) change do you want to contribute (in the world)?

± 5 min pp
Workshop Round 2 (14.00 - 15.15h)

Reproduutopia (P619) - VU & Next Nature Network - Emma Dierickx

Designing science museum experiences (P663) - Northernlight - Lizzy Bakker

Dialogue on big data companies & society (P647) - Radboud University - Ivan Veul

F-host = Tessa

P-host = Joyce
Q: WHAT SC JOB WOULD MAKE YOU FLOURISH? (& WHY?)

± 5 min pp
BREAK +

THE BIG SC SIMULATION GAME
WRAP-UP & BORREL

WITH AAFKE'S SPEED DATING SERVICE